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On Friday, 14 April 2017, a heavy flash flood occurred in North-West of Iran that affected 
12 cities; the most severely affected and damaged ones were Ajabshir and Azarshahr in East 
Azerbaijan Province. These Flash floods claimed the lives of 42 people. Major casualties 
occurred when the victims were trapped inside their cars. According to preliminary analyses, 
flood damages in East Azerbaijan Province are estimated to be around three trillion Rials. 
Following the Flash floods, disaster relief organizations were activated. Iranian President, 
Minister of Energy, and the provincial authorities rushed to visit flood-stricken areas and 
oversee the rescue and relief operations. 
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1. Introduction

lood refers to circumstances in which streams, 
rivers, or other collections of water, natural 
or synthetic, overflow. Floods are caused by 
rain, melting snow, or failure in structures 
holding water [1, 2]. Floods are the most 

common natural disasters in the world [3] and are blamed for 
40-50%of all disasters and their deaths [1]. According to Em-
DAT database, excluding tsunamis [4], 38.7% of all disasters 
are due to the floods, and the cause of 43% of the population 
is affected by the disasters that occurred from 2000-2009 [1].

An alarming point about the floods is the scale/mag-
nitude of their incurred losses and damage in the world 

in recent decades. Iran is a flood and Flash flood prone 
country. In Iran, a flood occurs every nine days. Seven-
teen cities are highly vulnerable to floods. One and two 
villages are, on average, affected by floods every three 
days and every 20 days, respectively [5]. The figures on 
floods in Iran also reflect the increasing occurrence of 
this phenomenon in recent decades [3]  and consequent-
ly a rise in its life and property losses [6, 7].

2. Flash Flood Impact

In East Azerbaijan Province in Iran, following a heavy 
rainfall on Friday, 14 April 2017 in some Southern dis-
tricts of the province, Flash floods took place leading 
to landslides in some areas. The worst Flash floods oc-
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curred in the cities of Azarshahr and Ajabshir. Heavy 
rain and the probability of Flash flood occurrence were 
anticipated, and necessary warnings were issued too.

In Ajabshir, heavy rain, accompanied by hail, began 
and lasted 10 minutes, and led to a huge and sudden 
Flash flood in the villages of Chinar, Dizaji, and Kha-
nian. Although most casualties occurred in the village 
of Chinar, flooding was so severe that trees and multi-
ton rocks were also washed away. The Flash floods 
affected 2984 people, injured eight, killed 20, and 
completely demolished 15 houses. Drinking water dis-
tribution pipes were broken and drinking water sourc-
es were contaminated. During the 12-day search and 
rescue operations, 19 lost bodies were found and identi-
fied. However, the body of an infant, presumably buried 
under mud, is not yet spotted. The start of the flood was 
very sudden and surprising for many, despite previous 
warnings. Sudden onset of the Flash floods denied any 
effective response opportunities, and victims were just 
watching flooding.

In Azarshahr, while people were having fun or picnick-
ing in grain farms, the Flash flood flowed in the river 
locally referred to as ‘Dry River’, since it is most often 
dry, and the ones settled in the vicinity of the river banks 
or passing by lost their lives. The floods resulted in 22 
human losses. The bodies of the lost people were found 
in the mud after four days. In Azarshahr, 3500 people in 
five villages were affected. Most of the victims in Azar-
shahr lost their lives while driving, moving, or trying to 
save their cars from the Flash floods. 

Local officials and people did not believe that this river 
named SelChayi literally “Flood River” (In English) 
could overflow and outburst. Therefore, in order to facil-
itate transportation of vehicles and traffic into the main 
road, an underpass was set up under the main bridge over 
this river. Several passing cars on the track were caught 
in flood, while crossing through the underpass (seven 
vehicles with 22 passengers). There are some allegations 
and video footage indicating that a few even got trapped 
and drowned in the flood as they came nearby to watch 
the ongoing flood.

3. Lessons Learned from This Flood Disaster

Iran has more than 3500 rivers of varying sizes. Many 
towns and villages in Iran are built in flood run-out areas 
or at the mouth of the valleys. These towns and villages 
repeatedly experienced floods in the course of history. 
Nonetheless, over the past years, due to a long period of 
drought or low rate of precipitation, people have gradual-

ly come under the impression and assumption that there 
will no longer be a flood. Hence, they have embarked 
upon making constructions in this direction and have 
consequently blocked or narrowed waterways. More-
over, loss of vegetation and construction of residential 
and non-residential structures along with asphalted areas 
have compounded the situation, leading to a reduction in 
rain water absorption and acceleration of water flowing 
in this region. At a macro-level, climatic and precipita-
tion changes could also contribute to the occurrence of 
these Flash floods.

Iran Meteorological Organization can forecast floods 
and other meteorological hazards. These forecasts and 
warnings are regularly released to inform the public 
through mass media. Unfortunately, such warnings and 
alerts are not taken seriously by many people. In general, 
it can be concluded that risk perception is low, and rarely 
do precautionary warnings effectively. Such alerts and 
notifications lose their significance especially at times 
when people are together. Failing to note the issued 
warning, some get caught in floods. For example, it is 
evident that a good number of the killed were in their 
cars as the flood caught them. Though with a very heavy 
human and material prices, the lessons learned out of this 
tragedy are that the general public in Iran should take 
risk warnings very seriously, and systematic measures 
should be taken to raise risk awareness and perception 
nationwide on the part of the government and other re-
sponsible bodies.
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